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Abstract 

The user instructions for Program TSW are provided. 

TSW is a Windows version, developed by G.Caporello 

and AMaravall, of Programs TRAMO and SEATS (Gomez 

and Maravall, 1996), that incorporates several 

modifications and new facilities. 
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INSTALLATION 

A) Local installation. 

For local installation of TSW, create a directory, say TEMP, with six subdirectories, DISK1, 
DISK2 ..... DISKS. Copy the file Disk1.zip in DISK.1. the file Disk2.zip in DISK2 ..... and the 
file DiskS.zip in DISKS. Then. extract the six files and execute SETUP. EXE in DISK1. The 
program autoinstalls itself. For future versions, you do not have to uninstall the program. 
Simply follow the same installation steps; the old version will be automatically replaced. The 
program is installed in the directory PROGRAM FILESITSW; the output file of the program 
wilt be deposited in PROGRAM FILESITSw\OUTPUT. and the arrays for the graphs in 
PROGRAM FILESITSw\GRAPH. To execute the pnogram simply follow the steps: "Start
>Programs->Seats Tramc Windows->TSW", 
Note: Everytime the program is restarted, the OUTPUT directory is emptied. 

B) Network installation. 

The directory NETINSTALL contains the file "netinstall.exe" which is a small program for 
installation of TSW in a network. To do this, first, TSW should be installed in the server, and 
then each user should execute the program netinstall.exe from their own PC (the program 
resides in the server). The only information the user should supply is the name of the local 
destination directory of TSW on the user PC. In this PC several directories will be created 
(OUTPUT. GRAPH. BIN .... ) where the output files of TSW ";11 be deposited (the programs 
will remain in the server). 
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1. BRIEF DESCRIP TION OF THE PROGRAMS 

TRAMO and SEATS are two programs developed by Victor Gomez and Agustin Maravall for 
applied time series analysis. Program TERROR is a particular application of TRAMO, and 
program TSW is a Windows version of TRAMO-SEA TS developed by Gianluca Caporello 
and Agustin Maravall. The programs are briefly summarized in the following pages; the first 
two sections are a revised version of sections 1.1,2.1, and 2.2 in Gomez and 
Maravall (1996) 

1.1 PROGRAM TRAMO 

TRAMO ("Time Series Regression with Alima Noise. Missing Observations and Outliers") is a 
program for estimation, forecasting, and interpolation of regression models with missing 
observations and ARIMA errors, in the presence of possibly several types of outliers (no 
restriction is imposed on the location of the missing observations in the series). The program 
can be run in an entirely automatic manner. 

Given the vector of observations: 

z=(  ZII' . . .• ZI .. )' (1 ) 

where 0 < t, < ... < 41, the program fits the regression model 

Z,=y',j3+X,. (2) 

where p;: ( 131, . .. , P n )' is a vector of regression coefficients, y, ;: ( y 1 t, . . . , y n I ) denotes 

n regression variables, and XI follows the general ARIMA process 

¢(B)6(B)x, = B(B) a" (3) 

where B is 1he backshilt operalor, � (B ), Ii (B)  and 9 ( B )  are finite polynomials in B, and 

a I is assumed a n.i.i.d (0, cr�) white-noise innovation. 

The polynomial Ii (B ) contains 1he unit roots associated .,,;th differencing (regular and 
seasonal), ¢ ( B )  is the polynomial "';1h 1he stationary autoregressive roots, and 9 (B ) 
denotes the (invertible) moving average polynomial. In TRAMO, they assume the following 
multiplicative form: 

o(B) = (1- B )'(I- B')o 

�(B) = (I +�, B + . .. + �,B')( 1 +$, B' + ... + $, B "') 

9(B)=(1 +e, B+ ... +e, B')(1 +0, B'+ ... +00B"0) • 
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where s denotes the number of observations per year. The model may contain a constant /J, 
equal to the mean of the differenced series 5 (8 ) z t • In practice, this parameter is estimated 

as one of the regression parameters in (2). 

The regression variables can be input by the user (such as a variable capturing holidays, or an 
economic variable thought to be related with zJ, or generated by the program. The variables 
that can be generated are trading day, easter effect and intervention variables (Box and liao, 
1975) of the type: 

a) dummy variables; 
b) any possible sequence of ones and zeros; 
c) 1/(1-66) of any sequence of ones and zeros, where 0< 6 s1; 
d) 1/(1-6,8') of any sequence of ones and zeros, where 0< 6, :5:1; 
e) 1/(1-6)(1-6') of any sequence of ones and zeros. 

The program: 

1) estimates by exact maximum likelihood (or unconditional/conditional least 
squares) the parameters in (2) and (3); 

2) detects and corrects for several types of outliers; 
3) computes optimal forecasts for the series, together with their MSE; 
4) yields optimal interpolators of the missing observations and their associated 

MSE; and 
5) contains an option for automatic model identification and automatic outlier 

treatment. 

The basic methodology followed is deserbed in G6mez and Maravall (1992, 1994, 1996, 
2001a), and G6mez, Maravall and Pena (1999). The program is aimed at monthly or lower 
frequency data, the maximum number of observations is 600 and the minimum depends on the 
periodidty of the data (in particular, 16 for quarterly and 36 for monthly data). 

Estimation of the regression parameters (including intervention variables and outliers, and the 
missing observations among the initial values of the series), plus the ARIMA model parameters, 
can be made by concentrating the former out of the likelihood (default), or by joint estimation. 
Several algorithms are available for computing the likelihood or more precisely, the nonlinear 
sum of squares to be minimized. When the differenced series can be used, the algortthm of 
Marl, Sidhu and Kailath (1974) is employed, with a simplification similar to that of Melard 
(1984), but also extended to multiplicative seasonal moving average models. For the 
nondifferenced series, it is possible to use the ordinary Kalman filter (default option), or its 
square root version (see Anderson and Moore, 1979). The latter is adequate when numerical 
difficulties arise; however it is markedly slower. 8y default. the exact maximum likelihood 
method is employed. Nonlinear maximization of the likelihood function and computation of the 
parameter estimates standard errors is made using Marquardfs method and first numerical 
derivatives. 

Estimation of regression parameters is made by using first the Cholesky decomposition of the 
inverse error covariance matrix to transform the regression equation (the Kalman filter provides 
an efficient algorithm to compute the variables in this transformed regression). Then, the 
resulting least squares problem is solved by applying the QR algOrithm, where the Householder 
orthogonal transformation is used. This procedure yields an efficient and numerically stable 
method to compute GLS estimators of the regression parameters, which avoids matrix 
inversion. 
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For forecasting, the ordinary Kalman filter or the square root filter options are available. These 
algorithms are applied to the original series; see G6mez and Maravall (1993) for a more 
detailed discussion on how to build initial conditions on a nonstationary situation. 

Missing observations can be handled in two equivalent ways. The first one is an extension to 
nonstationary models of the skipping approach of Jones (1980), and is described in G6mez and 
Maravall (1994). In this case, interpolation of missing values is made by a simplified Fixed Point 
Smoother, and yields identical results to Kohn and Ansley (1986). The second one consists of 
assigning a tentative value and specifying an additive outlier to each missing observation. If this 
option is used, the interpolator is the difference between the tentative value and the estimated 
regression parameter and coincides with the interpolator obtained with the skipping approach 
(the likelihood is corrected so that it coinddes with that of the skipping approach; see G6mez, 
Maravall and Peria (1999) for more details.) When concentrating the regression parameters out 
of the likelihood, mean squared errors of the forecasts and interpolations are obtained following 
the approach of Kohn and Ansley (1985). 

When some of the initial missing values are unestimable (free parameters), the program 
detects them, and flags the forecasts or interpolations that depend on these free parameters. 
The user can then assign arbitrary values (typically, very large or very small) to the free 
parameters and rerun the program. Proceeding in this way, all parameters of the ARIMA model 
can be estimated because the function to minimize does not depend on the free parameters. 
Moreover, it will be evident which forecasts and interpolations are affected by these arbitrary 
values because they will strongly deviate from the rest of the estimates. However, if all 
unknown parameters are jointly estimated, the program may not flag all free parameters. It may 
happen that there is convergence to a valid arbitrary set of solutions (i.e., that some linear 
combinations of the initial missing observations, induding the free parameters, are estimable). 

The program has a facility for detecting outliers and for removing their effect; the outliers can be 
entered by the user or they can be automatically detected by the program, using an original 
approach based on those of Tsay (1986) and Chen and Liu (1993). The outliers are detected 
one by one, as proposed by Tsay (1986), and multiple regressions are used, as in Chen and 
Liu (1993), to detect spurious outliers. The procedure used to incorporate or reject outliers is 
similar to the stepwise regression procedure for selecting the "best" regression equation. 

In brief, regression parameters are initialized by OLS and the ARIMA model parameters are 
first estimated with two regressions, as in Hannan and Risannen (1982). Next, the Kalman filter 
and the OR algorithm provide new regression parameter estimates and regression residuals. 
For each observation, t-tests are computed for several types of outliers. If there are outliers 
whose absolute t-values are greater than a pre-selected critical level C, the one with the 
greatest absolute t-value is selected. Otherwise, the series is free from outlier effects and the 
algorithm stops. 

If some outlier has been detected, the series is corrected by its effect and the ARMA model 
parameters are re-estimated. Then, a multiple regression is performed using the Kalman filter 
and the OR algorithm. If there are some outliers whose absolute t-value is removed from the 
regression residuals provided by the last multiple regression, t-tests are computed for the 
different types of outliers and for each observation. If there are outliers whose absolute t-values 
are greater than the critical level C, the one with the greatest absolute t-value is selected and 
the algOrithm goes on to the estimation of the ARMA model parameters to iterate. Otherwise, 
the algorithm stops. A notable feature of this algorithm is that all calculations are based on 
linear regression techniques, which reduces computational time. By default, three types of 
outliers are considered: additive outlier, level shift, and tranSitory change. 
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The program also contains a facility to pretest for the log-level specification (based on a 
comparision of the BIC using both specifications) and, if appropriate, for the possible 
presence of Trading Day and Easter effects (the pretests are made with regressions using 
the default model for the noise and, if the model is subsequently changed, the test is 
redone); it further performs an automatic model identification of the ARIMA model. This is 
done in two steps. The first one yields the nonstationary polynomial 6(B) of model (3). This is 
done by iterating on a sequence of AR and ARMA(1, 1) models (with mean), which have a 
multiplicative structure when the data is seasonal. The procedure is based on results of Tiao 
and Tsay (1983), and Tsay (1984). Regular and seasonal differences are obtained, up to a 

maximum order of !12!1s' where !1 = 1-B and !1s = 1-BS . 

The second step identifies an ARMA model for the stationary series (corrected for outliers and 
regression-type effects) following the Hannan-Rissanen procedure, with an improvement which 
consists of using the Kalman filter instead of zeros to cala.Jlate the first residuals in the 
computation of the estimator of the variance of the innovations of model (3). For the general 
multiplicative model 

$,(B)<I>,(B')x,=9,(B)0Q(B')a, • 

the search is made over the range 0,; ( p • q ) '; 3 • 0,; ( P • Q ) ,; 2 . This is done sequentially 
(for fixed regular polynomials, the seasonal ones are obtained, and vice versa). and the final 
orders of the polynomials are chosen according to the BIC criterion. with some possible 
constraints aimed at increasing parsimony and favouring "balanced" models (similar AR and 
MA orders). 

Finally, the program combines the facilities for automatic detection and correction of outliers 
and automatic ARIMA model identification just described in an efficient way, so that it can 
perform automatic model identification of a nonstationary series in the presence of outliers and 
missing observations (perhaps with some regression effects). 

The default model in TRAMO is the so-called Airline Model, popularized by Box and Jenkins 
(1970). The model is given by the equation 

(4) 

with -1 � (9,,9,) � 1. It is often found appropriate for many series (see the large-scale study in 
Fischer and Planas (2000», and displays many convenient features (see, for example, Maravall 
(1998»; in particular it encompasses many other models, including models with close to 
deterministic trend or seasonality. or models without seasonality. For very short series, for 
which the automatic model identification is unreliable, TRAMO relies heavily on the Airline 
model specification. 

Although TRAMO can obviously be used by itself, for example, as an outlier detection an 
interpolation or a forecasting program, it can also be seen as a program that polishes a 
contaminated "ARIMA series". That is, for a given time series, it interpolates the missing 
observations, identifies outliers and removes thei� effect, estimates Trading Day and Easter 
Effect, etc ... , and eventually produces a series tha,t can be seen as the realization of a linear 
stochastic process (i.e., an ARIMA model). Thus, jTRAMO, can be used as a pre-adjustment 
program to SEATS (see below), which decomposes then the "linearized series" and its 
forecasts into its stochastic components. I 
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Both programs can handle routine applications to a large number of series and provide a 
complete model-based solution to the problems of forecasting, outlier correction, interpolation 
and signal extraction for nonstationary time series. 

1.2 P ROGRAM SEATS 

1.2.1 Brief Description 

SEATS ("Signal Extraction in ARIMA Time Series") is a program for decomposing a time series 
into its unobserved components (Le., for extracting from a time series its different signals), 
following an ARIMA-model-based method. The method was developed from the work of 
Cleveland and Tiao (1976). Box. Hillmer and Tiao (1978). Burman (1980), Hillmer and Tiao 
(1982), Bell and Hillmer (1984), and Maravall and Pierce (1987), in the context of seasonal 
adjustment of economic time series. In fact, the starting point for SEATS was a program built by 
Burman for seasonal adjustment at the Bank of England (1982 version). 

In the standard case, SEATS receives from TRAMO the original series, the deterministic effects 
TRAMO has estimated (outliers, trading day or easter effects, and in general regression 
variable effects), the interpolated series with the deterministic effects removed (i.e., the 
"linearized" series x, in (2», and the ARIMA model identified and estimated for these series, 
given by (3). The model can be written in detailed form as 

(5) 

and, in concise form, as 

(6) 

where <I>(B) � � (B)o(B) represents the complete autoregressive polynomial, including all unit 
roots. Notice that, if p denotes the order of �(B) and q the order of 8(B), then the order of 
<I>(B) is P � p+d+ D x s . 

The program decomposes a series that follows model (5) into several components. The 
decomposition can be multiplicative or additive. Since the former becomes the second by taking 
logs, we shall use in the discussion an additive model, such as 

X!= L Xi! , 

where x it represents a component. The component that SEATS considers are: 
x pI = the TREND·CYC LE component, 
x $t ;; the SEASONA L component, 
x ct;; the TRANSITORY component, 

X ut;; the IRREGULAR component. 

(7) 

Broadly, the trend-cycle component captures the low-frequency variation of the series and 
displays a spectral peak at frequency 0 the seasonal component, in tum, captures the spectral 
peaks at seasonal frequencies; and the irregular component captures erratic, white-noise 
behavior, and hence has a flat spectrum. The tranSitory component is a zero-mean stationary 
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component that picks up transitory fluctuations that should not contaminate the trend-cyde or 
seasonal component and are not white-noise (see next section). The components are 
determined and fully derived from the structure of the (aggregate) ARIMA model for the 
observed series, which can be directly identified from the data. Like TRAMO, SEATS is aimed 
at monthly or lower frequency data and has the same restrictions on the maximum and 
minimum number of observations. 

The deoomposition assumes orthogonal components, and each one will have in tum an ARIMA 
expression. In order to identify the components, we will require that (except for the irregular 
one) they be clean of noise. This is called the "canonical" properly, and implies that no additive 
white noise can be extracted from a component that is not the irregular one. The variance of the 
latter is, in this way, maximized, and, on the contrary, the trend-cycle and seasonal component 
are as stable as possible (compatible with the stochastic nature of model (6)). Although an 
arbitrary assumption, since any other admissible component can be expressed as the 
canonical one plus independent white-noise, lacking a priori information on the noise variance, 
the assumption seems rather sensible. 

The model that SEATS assumes is that of a linear time series with Gaussian innovations. In 
general, SEATS is designed to be used with the companion program TRAMO, which removes 
from the series special effects, such as Trading Day, Easter, holiday, and intervention or 
regression variable effects, identifies and removes several types of outliers, and interpolates 
missing observations. TRAMO passes to SEATS the linearized series and the ARlMA model 
for this series, perhaps obtained through the automatic facility. When no outliers or deterministic 
effects have to be removed and there are no missing values, SEATS can be used by itself 
because it also contains an ARIMA estimation routine. This routine is also used when the 
TRAMO model should be modified in order to decompose the series (such is the case, for 
example, when the TRAMO model does not accept an admissible decomposition). In either 
case, SEATS performs a control on the AR and MA roots of the model. When the modulus of a 
root converges within a preset interval around 1, the program automatically fixes the root. If it is 
an AR root, the modulus is made 1; if it is an MA root, it is fixed to the lower limit (by default, 
. 99). This simple feature, we have found, makes the program very robust to over- and under
differencing. 

SEATS computes new residuals for the series in the following way. The TRAMO residuals are 
obtained with the Kalman filter and are equal in number to the number of observations in the 
series minus the sum of the number of observations lost by differencing and the degrees of 
freedom lost by estimation of outliers and other deterministic effects. SEATS uses the ARIMA 
model to filter the linearized series and estimates by maximum likelihood the residuals that 
correspond to the observations lost by differencing. In this way, SEATS assigns a residual for 
each period spanned by the Original series. The SEATS residuals are called "extended 
residuals·; for the overlapping periods, they are extremely close to the TRAMO ones. The 
extended residuals are subject to the same diagnostics as the ones in TRAMO (presence of 
autocorrelation, presence of seasonality, randomness of Signs, skewness, kurtosis, normality, 
and nonlinearity). The program proceeds then to decompose the ARIMA model. This is done in 
the frequency domain. The spectrum (or pseudospectrum) is partitioned into additive spectra, 
associated with the different components. (These are determined, mostly, from the AR roots of 
the model.) The canonical condition identifies a unique deoomposition, from which the ARIMA 
models for the components are obtained (including the component innovation variances). 

For a particular realization [x I ,x 2 •... • X T] • the program yields the Minimum Mean Square 

Error (MMSE) estimators of the components, computed with a Wiener-Kolmogorov-type of filter 
applied to the finite series by extending the latter with forecasts and backcasts (use is made of 
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the efficient Burman�Wilson algorithm; see Burman, 1980). For i = 1 , ... , T , the estimate :R iliT , 
equal to the conditional expectation E(x it I X l, ... , X T) , is obtained for all components. 

For a large enough series and values of t not close to 1 or T, the estimator x it lT becomes the 

"final" or "histOrical" estimator, which we shall denote x it . (In practice, it is achieved for large 

enough k = T � t , and the program indicates how large k can be assllmed to be.) For t = T , 

the concurrent estimator, :R ,TIT , is obtained, i.e., the estimator for the last observation of the 

series. The final and concurrent estimators are the ones of most applied interest. When 

T - k < t < T,:R iliT yields a preliminary estimator, and, for t > T , a forecast. Besides their 

estimates, the program produces several years of forecasts of the components, as well as 
standard errors (SE) of all estimators and forecasts. For the last two and the next two years, the 
SE of the revision the preliminary estimator and the forecast will undergo is also provided. The 
program further computes MMSE estimates of the innovations in each one of the components. 

The joint distribution of the (stationary transformation of the) components and of their MMSE 
estimators are obtained; they are characterized by the variances and auto- and cross
correlations. The comparison between the theoretical moments for the MMSE estimators and 
the empirical ones obtained in the application yields additional elements for diagnosis (see 
MaravaU, 1987). The program also presents the Wiener-Kolmogorov filter for each component 

and the filter which expresses the weights with which the different innovations a j in the series 

contribute to the estimator :R ilIT '  These weights directly provide the moving average 

expressions for the revisions. Next, an analysis of the estimation errors for the trend and for the 
seasonally adjusted series is performed. Let 

dit = Xii-Xii, 

denote the final estimation error, the preliminary estimation error, and the revision error in the 

preliminary estimator :R iliT . The variances and autocorrelation functions for d it , d itll ,r illl are 

displayed. (The autocorrelations are useful to compute SE of linearized rates of growth of the 
component estimator.) The program then shows how the variance of the revision error in the 

concurrent estimator rilll decreases as more observations are added, and hence the time it 

takes in practice to converge to the final estimator. Similarly, the program computes the 
deterioration as the forecast moves away from the concurrent estimator and, in particular, what 
is the expected improvement in Root MSE associated with moving from a once-a�year to a 
concurrent seasonal adjustment practice. Finally, the SE of the estimators of the linearized 
rates of growth most closely watched by analysts are presented, for the concurrent estimator of 
the rate and its successive revisions, both for the trend and seasonally adjusted series. The 
SEs computed assume that the ARIMA model for the observed series is correct. Further details 
can be found in Maravall (1988, 1993, 1995), Gomez and Maravall (1992, 2001 b), and Maravall 
and Planas (1999). For a basic introduction to the time series analysiS concepts and tools in 
oonnection with TRAMO-SEATS, see Kaiser and Maravall (2000). 
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As in TRAMO, the default model in SEATS is the Airline Model, given by (4), which provides 
very well behaved estimation filters for the components. The implied components have models 
of the type 

(8) 

(9) 

where S = 1 + B + ... + 8S-1, is the annual aggregation operator and e p ( B) and 9 s ( B) are 

both of order 2 and (s-1) , respectively. Compared to other fixed filters, the default model 

allows for the observed series to estimate 3 parameters: 91 I related to the stability of the 

trend-cycle component; 9s'  related to the stability of the seasonal component; and a2a ' a 

measure of the overall predictability of the series. Thus, to some extent, even in this simple 
fixed model application, the filters for the component estimators adapt to the specific structure 
of the series. Notice that model (8) implies a locally linear trend, that becomes quadratic when 
model (4) oontains a constant, and that model (9) implies that the sum of the seasonal 
component over a one-year period will, on average, be zero. The fact that, for a particular year, 
the seasonal component does not exactly cancel out implies that the annual averages of the 
original and seasonally adjusted series will not be equal. This is a typical feature of stochastic 
models with stochastic (or "moving�) components. 

Programs TRAMO and SEATS provide a fully model-based method for forecasting and 
signal extraction in univariate time series. (The relation between them is somewhat similar to 
the one between the programs REGARIMA and the revised X11 ARIMA that form the new 
method X12 ARIMA; see Findley et ai, 1998.) The procedure is flexible, yet robust and 
reliable. Due to the model-based features, it becomes a powerful tool for detailed analysis of 
important series in short-term policy making and monitoring, yet TRAMO-SEATS can also be 
effiCiently used for routine application to a very large number of series due to the automatic 
procedures available. The standard automatic procedure pretests for the log-level 
specification and, if appropriate, for the possible presence of Trading Day and Easter effects; 
it further performs an automatic model identification and outlier detection and correction 
procedures (for several types of outliers), interpolates the missing values if any, and 
decomposes the series net of the previous (deterministic) effects into a seasonal, trend
cycle, transitory, and irregular components. (If the identified ARIMA model does not accept 
an admissible decomposition, it is automatically replaced by a decomposable 
approximation). Finally, the components (and forecasts thereof) estimated by SEATS are 
modified to incorporate the deterministic effects that were estimated by TRAMO and 
removed from the series in order to linearize it. As a general rule, additive outliers are added 
to the irregular component, transitory changes to the transitory component, and level shifts 
to the trend. Trading Day and Easter effects are added to the seasonal component, as well 
as Holiday effect; their sum is called Calendar effect. RegreSSion variables can be added to 
any one of the components, or (by default) form a separate component. When added to the 
seasonal component, SEATS checks that the effect is properly centered. 

1.2.2 Decomposition of the ARIMA Model 

Let the total AR polynomial <I>(B) of the ARIMA model (6) be factorized as 

<I>(B) � �,(B) �,(B') 8 d 8,0. 
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The roots of <I> (B ) are assigned to the unobserved components as follows. 

Roots of d d = 0 : Assigned to trend-cycle component. 

Roots of 6.s0=0: Factorizing it as (LlS)D=O, where 
S=l+B+ ... + B s, ] 

• the root of d = 0 goes to the trend-cycle . 
• the roots of S = 0 go to the seasonal component. 

If $,(B)=I+$,B+ ... +$ ,B' and $,(B)=I+$,B', let z=B-1 and consider the roots of the 
polynomials 

$r{Z)= zP +$]ZP-I + .. +$p. 
�,(z)= z' +�,. 

Roots of �,(z ): 
Real positive roots: 

Real negative roots: 

• If modulus � k, assigned to trend-cycle. 
• If modulus < k, assigned to transitory component. 

• If s -;c 1, and modulus � k assigned to seasonal component (root implies a 
period of 2). 
• I f s -;c 1 and modulus < k, assigned to transitory component 
• I f s = 1 (annual data), assigned to transitory component. 

Complex roots: Let w denote the frequency of the root. 

Roots of�, (z'), 

If <0 E [a seasonal frequency ±e], assigned to seasonal component. 
• Otherwise, assigned to transitory component. 

Letting � denote the real positive root of(- �,)1f' , the polynomial �,(z) 

can be rewritten as (Z_$XZS-1 +$ZS-2 +$2ZS-3 + ... +$S-1). 
• when �, k , the AR root (1-$B) is assigned to the trend; the other (s-

1) roots to the seasonal component. 
• when 4> < k , roots are assigned to the transitory component. 

(Note: The parameters k and E can be controlled by the user.) 

The factorization of cD(B) can be rewritten as 

where $, (B), $, (B) and $, (B) are the AR polynomials with the trend, seasonal, and transitory 

roots, respectively. Let P and Q denote the orders of the polynomials <l>(B) and 6(B) in (6): 
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a) Consider firsllhe case P ;, Q. A polynomial division of the spectrum (or pseudospeclrum) 
of model (6) yields a first decomposition of the Iype 

8(B) ll(B) 1l>(B) at = cI>(B) all + VI • 

where the order of 1l(B) is min (0, P-1), and v, is a constant (0 � P>O). 

A partial fraction expansion of the spectrum of [ll (B) I <I> (B)] a" yields the decomposition 

where, letting j � p, s,c, we have order (e J)S order( � J) . If gj(Ol) denotes the spectrum of 

[llj (B) I �j (B) hr,,, let 

Imposing the canonical condition 

gj (00) �g, (00) - Vj , j �p,5,C, 

the spectrum of the final components are obtained. Factorizing these spectra, the models for 
the components: 

$, (B) p, � 8, (B) a" 

Ut = white noise (0. v) 

are obtained (the spectral factorization algOrithm is described in Maravall and Mathis (1994». 
All components have balanced models, in the sense that the order of the AR polynomial equals 
thai of the MA one. 

b) When (Q>P), the decomposition proceeds as follows. 

A first decomposition is performed, whereby 

ARIMA(P,Q)�ARIMA(P,P-l)+MA(Q-P) . 
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The first component falls under case a), and hence can be decomposed in the previous way. 
Let this decomposition be, in general, 

ARlMA(P, P-l)=p, +" +c, +u, 

where PI' S I ,c I and u t denote the trend-cyde, seasonal, transitory, and irregular 

component. The MA(Q-P) component, which represents stationary short-term deviations, is 
added to the transitory component. The series is decomposed then, into a balanced trend-cycle 
model, a balanced seasonal model, a top-heavy transitory model, and a white-noise irregular. 
The first three components are made canonical (i.e., noise free). 

As a general rule, it is recommended that balanced models be favoured, since they tend to 
display good decomposition properties. Models for which Q is much larger than Pare 
discouraged because the excess MA structure may provoke awkward, on occasion 
nonadmissible, decompositions. 

Example: The monthly model 

( 1 +.4B-.32B')t.t.02x,=9 (B)a, , 

with 9(B) of order Q=16 (> P = 15), would deoompose as follows. Factorizing the AR(2), tt can 

be rewritten as (1-.4B)(1 +.8 B), and hence the first factor goes to the transitory oomponent 

(by default, k = .5), and the seoond factor to the seasonal oomponent (a peak for co =. ). 
Therefore, the models for the components will be of the type: 

Trend: 

Seasonal: 

Transitory: 

Irregular: 

(I + .8B)S" = 9, (B) a" 

(1-.4 B) c, = 9, (B) a" 

White noise. 

The orders of the polynomials 9, (B), 9, (B), and 9, (B) would be 2, 12, and 2, respectively. 

Examples of straightforward TRAMO-SEA TS applications can be found in Kaiser and 
Maravall (2001 a), Maravall and Sanchez (2000), and Maravall (2000); extensions of 
TRAMO-SEATS to the problem of quality control of data and business-cyde estimation are 
described in Luna and Maravall (1999) and Kaiser and Maravall (2001 b). 

Final Remark 

TRAMO and SEATS are intensively used at (and reaammended by) Eurostat (see Eurastat 
(1996, 1998, 1999, 2000» and at the European Central Bank, (see European Central Bank 
(1999, 2000» together with Xl2ARIMA. They are used at many central banks, statistical 
offices, and other economic agencies in and outside Europe, both for in-depth treatment and 
analysis of important series (see, for example, European Central Bank (2000), Banco de 
EspaM (1994), Banca d'italia (1999), or Banaa de Reserva de EI Salvador (1998), for careful 
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treatment of groups of (most often) economic indicators (some Spanish examples, in the public 
and private sectors, are found in Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda (2000), Instituto Nacional 
de Estadistica (1997), Analistas Financieras Intemacianales (1998), Expansion (1998), Agencia 
Tributaria (1999), or Banaa Santander Central Hispana (2000», or for relatively large scale use 
(see, for example, Eurastat (1995, 1997), ISTAT (2000), Statistics Sweeden (2000), or National 
Bank of Belgium (2001». The main applications are short-telTTl forecasting and monitiring, 
seasonal adjustment, trend-cycJe estimation, interpolation, detection and correction of outliers, 
detection of errors and anomalies in data, and estimation of special effects. 

1.3 PROGRAM TERROR 

TERROR (
,
'TRAMO for errors"). is an application to quality control of data; in particular, to the 

detection of errors in reported (time series) data. Program TERROR is designed to handle large 
sets of time series with a monthly or lower frequency of observation, and specifies a particular 
conflQuration of TRAMO, that will be applied to each time series, mostly based on the automatic 
model identification and outlier detection and correction procedures. 

For each series, the program automatically identifies an ARIMA mooel and detects and corrects 
for several types of outliers. (It also interpolates missing observations if there are any.) Next, the 
one-period-ahead forecast of the series is computed and compared with the new observation 
(this new observation is not used for estimation). In brief, when the forecast error is, in absolute 
value, larger than some a priori specified limit, the new observation is identified as a possible 
error. More details are provided in Caporello and Maravall (2000), and Luna and 
Maravall(1999). 

1.4 PROGRAM TSW 

Program TSW is a Windows version of TRAMO-SEATS, with a few modifications, developed 
by Gianluca Caparella and Agustin Maravall. Besides the usual text format for the input file, 
the program can access and deposit files in EXCEL, and contains several new facilities, in 
particular, summary tables with the main series that are output of the two programs 
(deterministic corrections and stochastics components with their forecasts), summary results 
for both programs, and a small data base facility to help routine applications. The program 
contains an on-line help facility with the meaning of all parameters. 
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2. USER INSTRUCTIONS 

2.1. MAIN WINDOW 

The TSW main window is composed by: 

It! , .... " , 

Navigation Tree 

Tools Bar 
Navigation Tree 
Series Attributes fields 
Iter Parameter 
Programs Option 

--

The Tools Bar contains the following buttons: 

1'''1 " 

./ Series permits to load a single series file or a list of files . 

.. 
.' .. 

./' + Model permits 10 specify an input model fof the selected series . 

TOOls Bar 

�"""�N�'�=-l 
:::=:, .... ,.y.� I t"s I enes 
FlnolF>.rlod I lOb./Pitnodl /Attnbutes 

Field 

.,-1 
..,., 

r 
r j SB�-"::'=��:;:s-:;:;;;:"���;' -.i1---Iter 

- p:,..."'�t"T Run on Ir-...aI l F,rstOb.r- lJutOb, r-

� 
Program 
Ontinn 

./' ++ Model permits to specify an input model (the same) for all the series loaded in the navigation tree . 
./' Run executes SealsfTramo 

../ Output visualizes the standard SeatsITramo output files . 
./' Graph shows the graphs computed by the programs . 

./' Save permits to freeze the navigation tree saving i l o n a  binary proprietary output file (·,gbt) . 

../ Load loads a WOI'king tree saved . 

../' DbXplore Is the manager of a small data base (Db ) facility . 

../' About shows the release and authors information of the program. 
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Series Attributes 

N,me 

#of Observations (NZ; it includes missing values) 

Starting Year 

First Observation Period (ex: for monthly series, 1 if Jan., 2 if Feb, .. ) 

#obsIperiod (12 if monthly, 4 if Quarterly, ... ) 

Iter ParameteG 

Iter One series, one model specification (usual case). 
One series, several model specifications. 
Many series, one model specification common to all of them (the specification can simply be an automatic 
procedure). 
Several series, one model specification for each series. 

The last 3 cases will be explained below; for now we proceed with Iter = 1. 

Prooldm OPtion: 

Seals: 
Tramo: 
TramoiSeats: 
Terror: 

Run on Interval: 

Only SEATS will be exeCIJted 
Only TRAMO will be executed 
Both programs will be exeCIJted (the usual case). 
Program TERROR will be exeCIJted 

FOf a series with observations t = 1,  .... ,NZ, it is possible to select an interval of the sample periOd, and apply TSW only to 
the interval. The interval starts at observation - First Cbs-, and ends at - Last Obs -. 

2. 2. LOADING A SERIES 

Series Button 

Oicking on the button series the program opens a standard dialog window in order to select an input file v.1'1lch contains the 
series. The following screen is displayed 

.. .. • � ,- '!"1 .. � g '* 0 
,- 11-.1.-1 .� "- 0 ... a,rlo' •. .,., ..... '- .,,- .... 

s .... l.ooI· ] �'Od�j 
1., - ,  r ] .t!one.e deI .. cI-ov<x - � , - l  r 

.... _del-' I .... n .. '·' 3 � 1 0-

T.rro, r 

F"otStObsr- LestOb. r-- J 
I I 1] 
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The list that appears is the names of the series in the directory PROGRAM FILES\TS'N\SER1ES. 

TSW accepts two series file fOfmat: text or Excel. The first line of the file should contain the name of the series. The second 
lIne should contain four numbers: Number of observations, starting year, starting period of the year, and number of 
observations per year (format free). The following lines should contain the numerical values of the series (format free and read 
from left to right). Missing values are entered as -99999. 

One or many series can be loaded. We shall look first at the case of ONLY ONE SERIES. 

If the series of Interest appears in the screen, 
- dicking with the right mouse button (r.m.b), the file can be opened and edited. 

- didl.ing with the left mouse button (I.m.b), the series Is loaded to the Navigation Tree. 
(In what follows, when no button is specified, it refers to the I.m.b) 

If the series of interest is in some other directory, by dicking ., SERIES one can move to the other directories in the usual 
WWldows manner, and select the series by dlcklng on it 
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The selected series is incorporated to the Navigation Tree, the Main window shO'NS 

9 
, ... 

• 
.... 

" 
"-

_ _ _ "�D 
"" Ii! 

.Ilc(po.C C!.II ' *'-', OlJt,,,,,,,, ij,� 

8 t_�e;��� [series NemtI 
IIPHS� 

n, 
n. 

'" 
OJ , 
rn 
OJ 
" 

, 

.... 

... -... 

-- - -

""""', 

; � 

. - . . . . . ., - - - "  - - - , .. 

�. 1 .. 

-
--

-
. . 

-

, 

' . 
'" '" '" 

-

132) 
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2.3. MODEL SPECIFICATION 

Having selected a series. one proceeds to enler the model. 

+Model Button 

Clicking the button (It is active only if a series on the navigation tree has been selected) ltIe program shaNs a Tabsheel Sel Window 
strucllJre (it has the appearance of notebook dividers) whidl permits to set the SeatsfTramo Input parameters. 
The window contains three pages with the input p.rameters. For their meaning. dick In the parameter entry, then use F1 for 
Help 

- ]  The progf,m 1.,1, lor Ihe logllevel 
sp.cificl1ion. interpolaln mining 
observations (If Iny). and performs 
automatic model identification and outlier 
deteetion. Thr .. tyPI8 of outliers ara 
considered: .ddiriV't outliers. transitory 
thangn Ind IIVIII ihiftl; the leve! m 
,igni6c.nc. is sel by Ihe program and 
depends OtIlh. lenglh mlhe series. The 
... mod'i is nlimMed by .. act 
maximum �ktlihood. and foretasls mlhe 
sanel up \0 I two-ynr horizon ,If' 
computf'd. The model is decomposed and 
optimal 15timalol1 ind forecasls mlhe 
:
o
���0:����r��b.ta��� .• 3�:�;����.I.h.eir � 

110 ! 

Fl foHeb. 

'" Ii 
G,"" 

I 0IheI,1 T_ I 

AWImIbc F'Iood..o. P ..... 

'SA • � 

iii 01 .. 
Lood S ... .. -

x 

.IIl!< 
• ..... 1 
• •  .... 1 ':m· ···· 

ro , .. i'""iFf""F=r=T"r-r..,.. .... ,....--�------.....I 
" , 
m'"------"-��c-------c,cooc-------c,'�" 

The complete description of the parameters is contained In the next section. 

x 

� 
.... 

er j1983 
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The Cancel Sutton permits to exit from the form without saving the model. The OehIult button sets the parameter values to 
their Default. The OK button exits and saves !tie model associating il to the selected series. 
The first page contains the purely Automatic Procedure controlled by !tie parameter RSA. 
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The second page contains the ARtMA Model parameters 

P .  K!M3 Q - f1--::J 0 _  � 

81'· ro--3 BQ - � 80 - r;---::J 

INIT _ � 

AlmoP.,omeI.eu 
I'HI//� r:o:r fflI(.iJo r-:o:;- flIP). r-:o:;
Ffl/J� r--:o:T r� r-:o:;- TH/.'I}- � 

$FHI/ll" I:oT pr�» r-:o:;-
Arrnaf"",edP",ameI" .. 

i .lFR{1J> � Dl'>/""" � � ro-3 
.HlR(J}- ro-::::J .� ro---J � � 

.lPS(1J- � JfJ!�'» ro---::J 
Fl lO'fleip. 
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�Ptoc..b.I __ o __ l r_ 1  

I(AST � ro---3 
I'IlAO - ro---3 
lOUR � rs---:::I 

"... 
�llP_ � 
�O • � 
I"'Vl< � � 

VA • � 
INri � � 
INT2 _ r-16i 

Fl,  .. H"", 

-"'-,� 
IN'C. � 
lOlF · ro---::::l 
TSIG _ � 

0_. ---====-, OUT - ro---3 
TNTEIIP . � 
THEG _ r--o 
N8ACIt - r--o 
NPflEO _ r--o 

XL _ � MAXIllAS _ .---0:5 
l'-'--' 

, .. - . ,-----, .�.". - I' :3 I IINOO - .-----n5 IQM � � 

The fourth page contains the parameters for a TERROR application. 

When aD parameters (different from the default option) have been set, dick on the button � 
Note on the Auloma�c procedure: 
TI'I8 automatic configurations associated with the RSA parameter are described belOW; however they can be modified: after 
setting the RSA parameter, enter the desired values of the modified parameters (If the value desired is the default one, you still 
have to reenter the parameter). 

Cht(;.king Input Parameters 

Once the input parameters specifying the model have been entered, by selectlng · L Model 0 • in the Navigation Tree and 

cllcklng the right mouse button, one has the option Show Parameters Ust. 

iii J • $._ 1:1._ 
" 

"-
r " 

I " "  
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Clicking on this op�on, a SCleen with only the parameters that h ave been entered is displayed. ( the other par ameters, th at 
remain at their default values, are not included ). 

2.4 REGRESSION VARIABLES 

0.7 
Edit.. De/sUI 

When, on page 3 ("Others .. "), IREG " k > 0, a new window is displayed that will set the regression variables and their 
associated parameters. 

101 :E IP!(S 

'USE R _ � 
R"" .. ..,.,Eftoct 

REGEFF_ � 
IIV .. -. 

"SER _ r---o 

S ..... Name 
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When IUSER = 1 the variable is entered by the user, observation by observation. REGEFF determines to which 
component In SEATS the regression variable will be assigned, NSER = 1, and, as In all cases, 

ILONG = NZ + FORECAST HORIZON 
(the regression variable should cover the forecasting period). Clicking Inside the "RegreSSion- field. the cells for 
entering the variable become visible. 

When IUSER '" • 1 .  the regression variable(s) is (are) read from a file. The file should be a matrix with ILONG 
rows and k columns. Each column represent a regression variable. Setting NSER = k and the values of REGEFF and ILONG. 
elieking with the r.m.b. inside the "Regression" field. and then on the 'OpenFile" command, a window is opened thai allows us 
to load the file from the directory where it is contained. 

r l .... v. Voriablo 

ISEQ . 

DELTAS . r---c 

f"· .... 
HSER_ � Ij 

F"1 forHetL 
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When IUSER = 2, k outliers are fixed (k = 1, 2, , .. ). Only NSER = k needs to be entenKl, and CliCking m ille blank field, 
IIle following screen appears. 

;-;11'1l!i�1 

[-� IntecvV ..... --, I� r-J ISEQ .. ,---0 D"" . ,---o 

J 

rROIIJ.....",EJIect DELTAS • ,---0 10105 . r-3 REGEFF_� 

C- D .... D�T� NSER _ ,----, .... -
" 

['-- T. IC 
IUlN6 .. r---o '" " � 

.... Ok )( Crooj 
n b H. 

Each outlier is entered in a row containing two numbers. The first one indicates the position of the outlier (observation 
number). and the second one the type of outlier (AO: Additive OUUier; Te: Transiloly Change: LS: Level shift). 

When IUSER ,. • 2 the regression variable contains an array with hOlidays, that will be combined with the Trading Day 
variable. NSER and ILONG need 10 be set, and dicking in the blank field, the holidays can be entered by the user, or, if 
the r.m.b. is clicked, read from a file in a directOl)'. 

When IUSER • 0 the regression variable will be an intervention variable built by the program. Each intervention variable 
has to be entered as a separate regression variable. After setting REGEFF, NSER=1, and ILONG. the parameter ISEQ:: k 
Indicates that the intervention variable will contain k sequences of ones. DELTA :: d would Indicate that the operator 1/(1· 
d B) wiU be apptied to these sequences of ones, DELTAS :: d. that the operator 1/(1 - do B") wiU be applied to IIle 
sequences of ones, and 1010S = 1 that the operator 1/vV. will be applied to the sequences of ooes, Clicking inside the 
blank area, the sequences of ones can be entered, The first column contains the starting position of the sequence of ones, 
and the second column the length 01 the sequence. 

EXAMPLE: Assume a monthly series of a 161 observations, Three intervention variables are induded as regressors. For 
each intervention variable, NSER = 1 .  and ILONG = 161 + 24 :: 185 (24 is the default number of forecasts lot' monthly 
series). 

The SCfeen with the inp!.lt data lor the first variable is set as 
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II Indicates that the variable presents a level shift at observation 21, and that. starting at period 85, there is a ramp effect lasting 
5 periods. The variable will be assigned to the trend-cycle component in SEATS (REGEFFa1). 

The screen for the second variable is set as 

1'0::'" -

�- IO-::J [R"" ...... EIIOCI 
• REGEFF .. f2""---:::l 

E--
nDHG _ �_ 

IrteN " .... 
I I ISEQ .. ,-----, 

DELTAS - ,-----, 

-Aeo-euiorl IF SIriIg PotO:In 
" 

OELTA. .. r---o 
IOIDS .. ,,-----::] 

...." 
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It indicates that the intervention variable consists of isolated spikes every 12 months, starting at period 96, It will be 
centered by SEATS and assigned to the seasonal compooent(REGEFF=2); the mean effect will go to the trend-cyde. 

The saeen for the third variable is set as 

r="" -UJ5(I'I - ra-:::J 

E'-I'I[lH'f_ �  

r'-V-���������-
ISEIl • r--T O(UA _ r--:o:r 
DEUAS - � ID1D5 - rn---3 

It indicates that, starting at period 155, there will be a transitory effect, slmilar to a transitory change but with alteming signs. 
In SEATS It will be assigned to the irregular component (REGEFF=3). 

The fuR Navigation Tree for the example would be 

iii , ... • ,� or;, 09 ... .Q� o.,, '.t.... o· " .� Jiroph 
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In general, the Navigation Tree has the Classical Windows explore structure. It is possible to remove series/models (Cane 
Key), select a series (Clicking on it), expand or collapse the tree structure, rename a series (selecting and clicking on il), 
show the associated model (double dick on a model tree node) and perhaps modify it, show the regression variables 
(double click on a Regression variable tree mode) and perhaps modify or remove it. 

2.5. EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAMS AND OUTPUT FIL.ES 

2.5.1 Execution 

Once the model has been specified, to execute TRAMO and SEATS, man.: the name of the series in the 
Navigation ·Tree. and click in the RUN icon (when running. the program shows an Hour Glass). When estimation is 
finished, the (expanded) Navigation Tree looks as foIlO'NS. 

The part above " e - L: Preadjusted Series" refers to TRAMO; the part below refers to SEATS. The first time the 

selleS name appears it refers to the Original series; the second time it appears it refers to the preadjusted (or 
linearized) series, and the series in the graph at the bottom of the main window changes (if TRAMO has made some 

correction). The first Model Q) contains the Input file for TRAMO, the secood Model (l) contains the input file thai 
has been created for SEATS (with only 2 pages and a reduced number of parameters). 
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2 5 2  Main Output Files 

When the first series name is marked, clicking 00 the OUTPUT icon, the ovtput file of TRAMO is obtained 

;:i�, ,I,ll 'dmG Oulpoul f,l� lPtfSp.om) .. fJ E3 

Cl EOd . I 
.:.l.E'M I 

� 
ICJCf§JI 

TIME SERIES REGRESSION MODELS WIlH ARIHA ERRORS. MISSING VALU'fS Aml au 
BETA VERSION (-) 

Iff 
VICTOR GOMEZ 6. AGUSTIN MAR/WALL 

with the progromming assistonce of G. CAPORELlO 

(-) Copyrigbt : V. GOMEZ. A. MARAVALl ( 1994.1996) 

SERIES TITIE-IPI (Spain) 

SINCE lONGER fORECAST fUNCTION IS REQUIRED 
BY SEATS . NPRED CHANGED TO (24) 

INITIAL MISSING OBSERVATION �ER 

INITIAL MISSING OBSERVATION NUMBER 

ISSING OBSERVATION NUMBER IS 
ISSING OBSERVATION NUMBER 16 
ISSING OBSERVATION mlMBER 138 

ORIGINAL SERIES 

''' .... 0 .. '' ..... ""<' .. n"� ... '''''� . 
• 

It is possible to navi�ate on the file using the scroll bar, to search for a ""'Clrd in the file (button Find), 10 obtain a 
preview or to print the full file. 

When the series name appearing the second time is marked, clicking on the OUTPUT Icon, the output file of SEATS 
Is obtained. The same facilities are available; the followil1g screen shows the preview. 
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IIGII.u aXU..lCtIOIf Ilf .... an.... TDQI SlUIl lin ... vauulIu (., 

v. COIlll% . .... IlLllV.u.�. 

nUT , ... aT: 
AIUIIA IUlllAnC>I 

nUll! TITn: HItS' .... , PIll�Jv.nD "IlK T1U.I!O : Til 
IU:TKOD: K.UCIJIVR LIIOIUKOOD 

) .. <1 ow c .......... nOH. "161 

The two output files can also be fourK! in the directories PROGRAM FllEs\TSW\OUTPUT\TRAMO arK! PROGRAM 
FllES\TSVv'\OUTPUl\SEATS, both under the same name: "seriesname.out". 

rlIm!.!!g; Every time TSW is initialized. the files in the OUTPUT directory are erased. If they are to be used in later 
sessions, they should be stored in some other directory before exiting. 

Finally. by dicking on Preadjustment Component the following screen appears 

• 
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The top part contains the columns: 
Original Series 
Level Shift Outliers 
Transitory Outliers (sum of AD and TC outliers) 
Easter effect 
Trading Day Effect 

The bottom part contains the Regressioo Variable Effects classified according to the component they will be assigned 
to in SEATS. 

2.5.3 Out·Tables ( output series) 

• When the first series name is mar1<;ed, clicking on the OUT·TABLES Icon, a file is diSplayed that contains the 
variables that are prOduced by TRAMO. They cover the sample period (1: HZ) plus the forecasting period (NZ "'" 1: NZ 
• FH), where FH = forecast horizoo. The columns contain the following variables 

,. column; Date of obseNalion 
2"" column: Original series 
3"' column: Interpolated series 
4'" column: Linearized series 
5'" column: Deterministic mean 
6'" column: Trading day effect 
7'" column: Easler effect 
8'" column: Additive Outliers 
9'" column: Transitory Changes 
10'" column: Level shifts 

IPI (Spain) DATE 
1-1983 

2-1983 

Xorig 
8 3 . 600000000 

8 3 . 300000000 

3-1983 -99999. 000000000 

4-1983 -99999 .000000000 

5- 1983 8 9 . 300000000 

6- 1983 8 6 . 900000000 

7-1983 8 2 . 800000000 

8-1983 4 9 . 900000000 

�S_ I 9-1983 8 7 . 800000000 

10-1983 8 6 . 800000000 

r'r@find .. I 11-1983 8 8 . 900000000 

12-1983 8 6 . 600000000 

�fri.- ! 1-1984 8 6 . 500000000 

2-1984 6 7 . 200000000 

,..--! 3-1964 -99999. 000000000 

4-1984 -99999. 000000000 

5-1984 69 . 800000000 ! llQo .. ! 6-1984 85 . 600000000 

7-1984 8 5 . 800000000 

8-1984 5 3 . 300000000 

9-1984 BS. 400000000 

10-19B4 9 1 . 600000000 

11-1964 90. 200000000 

12-1984 8 2 . 600000000 

1-1965 8 8 . 600000000 

2-1985 8 4 . 600000000 

3-1985 8 9 . 200000000 

4- 198 5 8 4 . 800000000 

5-1985 9 0 . 600000000 

6-1985 83 . 800000000 
• ] , " 0 " 

I 0, 0 c""nnnnnn 
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Xint 
8 3 . 600000000 

8 3 . 300000000 

8 8 . 502317985 

8 5 . 173501293 

8 9 . 300000000 

8 6 . 900000000 

8 2 . 800000000 

4 9 . 900000000 

8 7 . 800000000 

8 6 . 800000000 

8 8 . 900000000 

8 6 . 600000000 

8 6 . 500000000 

��:��������� 
8 2 . 9 62008317 

8 9 . 800000000 

8 5 . 600000000 

8 5 . 800000000 

5 3 . 300000000 

B 5 . 400000000 

9 1 . 600000000 

9 0 . 200000000 

8 2 . 600000000 

6 8 . 600000000 

8 4 . 600000000 

8 9 . 200000000 
8 4 . 800000000 

90. 600000000 

8 3 . 800000000 on cn ...... ............... 

x 

� 
86 . 2  

8 4 . 3  

88 . 4 
��:�-
8 7 . 1  

8 5 . 3  

49 .4  
8 7 . 8  
8 9 . 9  

8 9 . 0  
8 7 . 7  
8 7 . 6  
66 . 1  
9 0 . 2  

67. 4 
89 . 4 
87 . 1  

8 7 . 2  
5 3 . 0  

8 9 . 1  

9 0 . 8  
B 9 . 8  

8 5 . 2  

8 7 . 6  

65 . 4  
8 9 . 7  

86 . 9  

89 . 8  

86� 
0 0  " 

• 



When the series name marked is the one appearing the second time, did<ing on the OUT-TABLES ieon, a file is 
displayed with the series produced by SEATS, extended over the forecasting period. The COlumns contain the 
following series: 

,. column: Original series 
� column: Final Trend-cycle 
3� column: Final Seasonally Adjusted series 
4'" column: Final seasonal component (or factor) 
5'" column: Calendar effect (Trading Day effect + Easter effect + Holiday effect) 
6'" column: Transitoty-irregular component (exxnbined effect of transitory and irregular exxnponeots or factors) 
.,... column: Preadjustment component 
8'" column: Extended residuals (exxnputed by SEATS). 

IPI (SplI.iD) 
DATE SERIES TRENDCYClE SASERI 

1-1983 83.6000000 8 3 . 8369565 8 3 . 0 1 5  
2-1983 83.3000000 83. 9489700 82.278 
3-1983 8 8 . 5023180 8 4 . 0997075 8 3 . 1 2 5  
4-1983 8 5 . 1735013 8 4 . 2771294 8 3 . 3 7  
5-1983 89.3000000 84.4096315 84.075 
6-1983 86.9000000 84.4300615 83.666 
7-1983 8 2 . 8000000 8 4 . 3717359 82.992 
8-1983 4 9 . 9000000 8 4 . 3 936881 8 1 . 947 

,, - 9-1983 87. 8000000 8 4 . 5665536 83.726 
10-1983 86. 8000000 8 4 . 8 182525 8 3 . 187 
11-1983 88. 9000000 8 5 . 1506335 83.336 

Qfind_. 12-1983 86. 6000000 8 5 . 5057196 85.433 
1-1984 86. 5000000 8 5 . 7461818 8 4 . 4 1 9  

e.EM<. 2-1984 87. 2000000 85. 8478348 8 5 . 5 1 5  

"-I 3-1984 9 1 . 0806465 8 5 . 8232749 84.253 
4-1984 8 2 . 9620083 8 S . 7363735 84.289 
5-1984 89 . 8000000 8 5 , 6768516 83.706 

ILll 0 .. g 6-1984 8 S . 6OOOOOO 8 5 . 7011273 8 3 . 8 5 1  
7-1984 8 5 . 8000000 8 5 . 8284170 8 4 . 255 
8-1984 53.3000000 85.9039360 86.996 
9-1984 B 5 . 4 0000oo 8 5 . 7472564 B4.837 

10-1984 9 1 . 6000000 8 5 . 5075344 83.239 
11-1984 9 0 . 2000000 85 . 4 157432 83.ln8 
12-1984 82. 6000000 85. 4634261 8 4 . 36 1  

1-1985 88. 6000000 85. 5063889 8 5 . 6 6 1  
2-1985 8 4 . 6000000 85. 4967017 83.770 
3-1985 89. 2000000 8 5 . 5316533 84.628 
4-1985 8 4 . 8000000 85.6413410 84.429 
5-1985 90.6000000 85. 7927572 8 5 . o� 

IniDiD "8�0e""'.cIIo M"". 1 8U_IOJ" Tr_Se«I···IJ�T� I!:WICIOd\llOld l$\INa .. j ["iCt24 

The two files can be found In the directories PROGRAM FILE$\TSW\OUTPunTRAMO and PROGRAM 
FILES\TSw\oUTPunsEATS, under the names table-t.out and tab/e-s.out. They can also be saved as Excel files in 
which case they are deposited in the directory SAVED. 

2.5 .• Summary Output and Out-Matrix 

In the case ITER:O ( one series, one input file) the files Summaryt.bct and Summanrys.bct are available in 
OUTPUT. They contain the following summary of the TRAMO and SEATS results. 

a) Summaryt.txt ( results from TRAMO): 

�: 
So" 
"" 
Lam: 
Mean: 
p,d,q,bp,bd,bq: 
SE(res): 
Q..val: 
N-test 
SK(t): 

Execution time (in seconds). 
Number of observations in series. 
o if logs have been taken; 1 if levels. 
o if model has no mean; 1 if it has a mean. 
orders (P, D, 0) (BP, BD. BQ). of the fitted ARIMA model. 
Standard Error of Residuals. 
LjOng-Box-Piert:e 0 statistics for residual autocorrelation. 
Bowman-Shenton test for Normality of the residuals. 
t-value for Ho: Skewness of residuals " 0 
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Kur(t): t·value for Ho: Kurtosis of reslduals:z 3 
as: Pierce Os-test fof seasonal autocorrelation in residuals. (O) 
02: a-statistics for autocorrelation in squared residuals. 
Runs: I-test for runs (randOmness) In signs of residuals. 
(-) when the lag·1 2 autocorrelation is negative, as is unrelated to seasonality and the value -99.99 is printed. 

ARMA Parameters 
The order is the following. 

Estimate of the regular AR polynomial ( 1  +411 8�B2 +4I)B 3 ) 

Estimate of the seasonal AR polynomial ( 1 +4I,B' ) 
Estimate of the regular MA polynomial ( 1 +9IB+9282+9}Bl ) 
Estimate of the seasonal MA polynomial ( 1 +0,81 ) 
The associated t-values are also given 

Deterministic Effect (total) 

m 
EE: 
# OUT: 
AO: 
TC: 
LS: 
REG: 
MO: 
Caltndar Effect 

TD1, .... , T06: 
LY: 
EE: 

Number of Trading Day variables. 
Presence I absence of Easter effect. 
Total number of Outliers 
Number of Additive OuUiers 
Number of Transitory Change outliers. 
Number of Level Shift outliers. 
Number of ( additional) regression variables. 
Number of missing observations 

Estimators of Trading Day variable effects. 
Estimator of Leap-Year effect 
Estimator of Easter effect 

The associaled I·values are also provided. 

Detected and corrected outliers are listed; firsl Additive Outliers, then, Transitory Changes, and finally, Level Shifts. For 
each outlier, the date and assoc. t·value are given. 

Regression variables 

The regression variables ( their total number equal 10 IREG ) are listed in the order in which they were entered. The 
coefficient estimators and assoc. t-values are printed. 

b) Sa.mmarys.txt ( results from SEATS): 

Preadj . . 

Model Changed; 
Approx. to NA: 

New Model: 

SO{at): 
Specl factor: 
Check on ACF: 

Determ. Compon. Mod . .  

SO{ innov): 

SE est ( cone.) : 

Preadjusted with TRAMO ( Y I N )  
Model passed by TRAMO has been changed by SEATS ( Y  I N )  
The model used to decompose the series is an approximaUon to an original model that 
provided a non-admissible decomposition. ( Y I N  ). 
When the model from TRAMe has been changed by SEATS, the new model orders are 
printed in these columns. 

Standard Deviation of the ( recomputed and ) extended SEATS residuals. 
Spectral Factorization that provides the model decomposition (0 • OK I E = ERROR). 
Check on the comparison of variances among the theorical components, the theorical 
estimators, and the empirical estimates ( 0  I E ). 
The stochastic SEATS component is modified by some of the deterministic effects 
captured by TRAMO ( Y  I N ). 

Standard deviation of the component innovation. Expressed In units of the series ( logs if lAM=O ).The 
components are: TC • Trend-cyde; S = Seasonal component; Tran: Transitory component; U: 
Irregular component; SA: Seasonally Adjusted Series. 

Stalldard Error of the concurrent estimator (TC and SA series ). 
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SE rev ( conc.) : Standard EITOf of the tolal revision error In the concurrent estimator ( TC and SA series ). 

Convergence ( In % ): % reduction in the variance of the revision error of the concurrent estimator after 1 and 5 years of 
additional data are available (TC and SA series ). 

Signif. Seaso. (95 % ): number of periods per year for which seasonality is significantly different form a ( at the 

fm.!:!!J...!I 
SE: r. ofg. : 
T11: 
T1 Met: 

95 % !eve! ). Given that the estimation errors vary, significance is assessed for: 
Historical estimatiOn (Hlsl) 
Last observed year ( Prel.) 
Qne.year·ahead Forecast Function ( Fore.) 

Standard Error of the rates of growth of the estimaled component (in per cent points). 
Pefiod..to-period rate of growth (TC and SA series ) 
Annual rate of growth, centered at the last available observation ( TC, SA, and Or\gil"l3l 
Series ). 

( For an additive decomposition, • rate..of..growth· should be rep!aced by "growth ·, expressed In the series units ). 

Diff. annual means: Average of the absolute value of the differences between the annual means of the original 
series, SA series, and TC ( in % ). 

AA example of a summary file is the fOllowing: 

Q find _. 

I!. Eri"·· 

.. --I 
I l\.l;l, .. I 

IPI(Spoin) 
NZ -161; PERIOD-01-1983/05-1996; MQ-12; 

Model fit 
Sec, Nz [.0111 Meon P D Q  BP BD BQ Sf(ns) Q-val N-tea· 
3 . 17 161 a a a 1 1 a 1 1 0 . 02 2 4 . 78 2 . 6  

ARMA Pi5rarneters 
PHIl It } PHI2 It }  PHI3 It} BPHI 

O .  0000 I 0 . 00 )  o .  0000 0 . 00) 0 . 0000 0 . 00) 0 . 0000 O .  

Deterministic Effect (total) 
TD EE /IOIJI AO 1'0 LS REG MO 

1 1 1 0 0 1 , 5 
Colendor Effect 

TO! It}  T02 It} TD' It } TD. 
o .  0059 I 12 . 76) 0 . 0000 0 . 00) 0 . 0000 0 . 00) 0 . 0000 

Ou·tliers 
LSOl(1192. - 3 . 8 3 )  

Regression Variables 
Reg 0 1 (  -0 . 0242. -5.86) ReS02 ( -0.0161.  -3. 69) ReS03(  - 0 . 0004. -0.32 
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c) Out-matrix: 

When TSW is run on an input containing many series and/or many models ( cases ITER:#: 0 )  the summary.b:t files are 
not produced. Instead, the summary results are stored under the icon Out Matrix. 

Each matrix corresponds to one of the rows of the Summaryt and Summarys files, with the rows of the matrix referring to 
one of the series I models in the input. The following is an example. 
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The matrices can be stored in Excel. For the case of a simple series. by setting ITER-2, the summary.txt files are replaced by 
the matrices, each one containing a simple rcNI. 

2.6. GRAPH 

Clicking on the GRAPH icon a graph utility form is run, from which it is possible to visualize. print, Of" save the graphs produced 
by SealslTramo. 

The window is divided into a Navigation Tree (similar to the one of the Main Window) and a Plotting Area. It Is possible to 
expand or collapse the tree by clicking on it. The graphs are divided in sub-trees: SERIES, ACF, FILTERS, SPECTRA, 
FORECAST, and REGOUTSE-

Clicking on + SERIES, for example, the graphs available show up in the Navigation Tree. The main graph rundonalities are the 
following: 
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./ Plot Select a node on the tree and double-dick on it to plot the graph. A new graph will be plotted in the same way 
(cleaning the plotting area) . 

./ OVerlay: Selecl a node and dick with the r.m.b.; it Will show a menu with !he Item Add. Click on it in order to overlay the 
selected graph with the one in the plot area, 
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./' Zoom In: Drag a rectangle on the plot area starting from the left-top comer . 

./' Zoom Out: Drag a rectangle on the plot area starting from the right-bottom comer . 

./' (x,y) coordinate: It's possible to visualize the (x, y) coordinate of a point on !he graph using !he Shift+Left mouse button 
combination . 

./' Graph Panning: Clicking the r.m.b. (with the cursor on the plot area) and moving the mouse pointer will produce an 
horizontal or vertical saoll of the graph according to the mouse pointer movemenl 

./' Save: Clicking on the button it is possible to save the plot area in two different formats: Bitmap r.bmp) or Windows Meta 
File (o.wmf). Both are standard format and it is possible then to include the graph in your Word, Excel, ... doruments . 

./' Options: the option button gives the possibility to personalize the look of the graphs. The following options are ava lable 
for each single graph In the plot area 

Add points on the graph in different format: Square, Cirde, Triangle etc. 
Change the line foema!: Solid, Dash, Dot, DashDot, etc. 

Change the �ne COlor. 
Change the line width. 

For the entire graph It is possible to: 

Transfotm it into a 3D graph. 
Change the fonts and the color of the title. 
Change the printer options. It is possible to print in PortraitlLandscape and define the quantity of subplots to 
put in a single sheet (2 Max on the Xsheet·axis; 4 Max on the Ysheet-axls). 

Change the X·Y Scale. 
Backup the graphs in order to overlay them with those of a new model. To do that, click on the option 
Backup. Then run the same series with another model, dick on graph and on the SQuare Overfay with Old 
Models. Then dooble click on the selected graph. The graph tOt this and the previous model are plot. 

The arrays of the graphs are stored in the directory PROGRAM FILES\TSW\GRAPH 

2.1. SAVE I LOAD 

Clicking 00 the SAVE Icon, the navigation tree is save<l on a binary proprietary ootput file (o.gbf). In this way, series with their 
models can be save<l. (The fite is stored in the directory PROGRAM FILES\TSWlSAVEO). 

Clicking on the LOAD Icon, the files in the directory SAVED are displayed and can be restOted In the Navigation Tree. (If the 
saved file was moved to another working directory, it can be accessed in the usual manner). 

When saving as Excel files the files in out·Tables or out-Matrix, the .xls files are also stored In the SAVED directory. 
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The previous pages refer the case iter = 0, in which a single series is treated with a single model specification. 

1 1 

• ITER .. 1 One series; several specifications. Having set Iter .. 1 and selected a series, the models are entered by 
Clicking on the MODEL++ button. CNcking on RUN, all cases are estimated. The extended Navigation Tree looks like 
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Glicking on OUTPUT, all TRAMO-SEATS output files can be opened. Clicking on OUT·TABLES, the tables are lisled In a 
single file, following the sequence MODEL 1, MODEL 2,.,. Clicking on OUT -MATRIX each matrix contains the summary results 
for aU models, Clicking on GRAPH provides a selection of graphs: for each model, only the original series, final seasonally 
adjusted series, and final trend-cyde, as well as their forecasts, can be plOt. 

• ITER ; 2 Several series; one model specification 

Having set Iter = 2, pressing the CtrI key and dicking on the series, several Series can be selected. Clicking on 
MODEL++ a model spedfication is enlered thai will be common to all series (this specification can be. for example, RSA 
= 4; that is. automatic treatment for all). Oicking on RUN. aJl series are treated and the following Navigation Tree is 
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Selecting one of the series and dicking on OUTPUT, the corresponding outp\Jt file can be accessed. The button OUT. 
TABLES, woks as in the case Iter = 1 (one single file, listing firsl the table for the first series, then, for the second series, 
and so on), and OUT -MATRIX yields matrices of the type already described, 

GRAPH yields, for each series, the same selection of graphs as in the case Iter ;1. 

• ITER • 3 Several series, each one with a different model 

Having set Iler ,. 3, several series can be selected as In the previous case. Choosing a sene in the Navigation Tree, 
MODEL sets the modal specificatiOn for thai series. RUN eXeaJtes TRAMO-SEATS; selecting a series and clicking on 
OUTPUT provides the COfresponding outpul file. OUT·TABLES, OUT-MATRIX and GRAPH are as in the previous case. 

2.9 DATA BASE FACILITY:" DBXPLORE 

The dataDase facility is intended to help in routine treatment of groups of series. The set\es are stored together with the 
model specification ( orders of ARIMA model, dale and type of oudiers, type of TOJEE variables, set of regression variables), 
Then. a new observation can be added and the coefficients of the model saved updated. 

Oicking in the button ObXplore, the user can access a DataBase screen. Three windows appear in it. The first one, 
SeriasSet, is related to the directories or records in which the DataBase is organized, When the tJSe( selects one of them, the 
second window, Series, will show the series in that directory. In the window SeriasSet several lil1le buttons are available. The 
firsl button takes the user 10 the firsl directory of the DataBase. The second one takes the user 10 the previous directory, the 
third one, takes the user to the next directory, the fourth one lakes the user to the lasl directory or record, the fifth one Is used 
10 insert a new direclory, the sixth one is used to erase a directory, the seventh one permits the user 10 edit (change the name 
of the directory, the eighth one saves the change In a directory thai has been edited, the ninth one cancels edition of Ihe 
directory, and the last one refreshes the series of the directories. 
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The second window, Series, shows the name of the series, Its sample size, starting observation . starting year and 
data perlodicy. The small buttons in this window are similar to those In the window SeriesSet. 

On the two tables you can navigate (scroll up,down). add reCOfds (categories or Series). or remove and update 
1tIem. It is also possible to add new series values. Some hidden tables are also defined (models, regs) v.tIich contain the model 
and regression namelist associated to the series. It is possible to move/done a series to a different SeriesSet (rigth-button 
mouse dick on Series Grid). 

The third window of DbXplOf8 Is called SeriesValue.For the selected series. it shows the values of the series and 
the associated dale. 

When the user wants to run in TSW a series in the DataBase by pressillg the button + Series List and selecting the 
series, clicking on the left button of the mouse, an option called Add to SeriesUst will appear in the screen. This option will 
lake the series to the navigation tree of TSW. To select more than one series. use tile Control key. 

""":Add Jo �"""£ I'£1 1III[oiJiE3 
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Alternatively, in order to add series in the Series Ust to the DataB ase select the series (or the entire Serieslist) and right
mouse-dick. A small window shows up with two options: Save to DataBase and Update DateBase. In the first case, the user 
can s ave a new series in the D ataB ase, and in the second case a serles in the D ataB ase will be upd ated. 
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After selecting the option Save to DataBase a new small window appears indicating the D ataB ase directory in which 
the user wants to save the series. The DataBase gives the user several predefined directories; the user can of course create 
addition al ones. 
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TSW otfe� to the user the possibility of editing a series in the DataBase. On the bottom of the screen there are several 
buttons. To edit a series press the ( fourth from the right I Edit Record button. then the values of the series can be modified in 
the SeriesValue screen by cliking on the left buttom of the mouse. A new value can be added by diking in the +AddValue 
button. The Changes can be saved by clicking the Post Record button. which is to the right of Edit Record. 

2.10 PROGRAM TERROR 

The program is an aplication of TSW to the detection of errors in new data reported to sets of time series. The program is 
also available in the DOS version of TRAMO. with more complete documentation. 

Errors in the new data are detected as abnormally large forecast errors in the l-period-ahead forecast computed ignoring 
the new Observation with TSW run in an automatic: manner. 

TERROR is run by: 

a) Choosing · Terror· as the program option in the Main Window of TSW; 
b) entering the set of series ( pertlaps from an Excel file I: 
c) clicking in ++ MODEL, and then selecting the · Terror· sheet: 

AlAometicProceO..el MMMocWI Other: Tenor I 

rT-POO'",::" -
'-1 _ r---r 

N ..... ..  I 

Fl la Help. 

Setting the approplate parameter values ( see next section ) and dickill9 in OK. the program is executed. The only outpul 
produced is the file listout in OUTPUT. II contains the position in the file of the series that have produced abnormally large 
forecast errors ( according to the values of Kl and K2 selected), as well as the associated t· statistics. 
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3. INPUT PARAMETERS 

3.1 AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

RSA = 1 

= 3  

= 4  

= 5  
= 6  

= 8  

As RSA=3 below, but using always the default (" Airline ") model ( no automatic 
model identification ). 
The program tests for the log/level specifICation, interpolates missing 
observations (if any), and periorms automatic model identification and outlier 
detection and correction. Three types of outliers are considered: additive 
outliers, transitory changes and level shifts; the level of significance is set by the 
program and depends on the length of the series. The full model is estimated by 
exact maximum likelihood, and forecasts of the series up to a two-year horizon 
are computed. The model is decomposed and optimal estimators and forecasts 
of the components are obtained, as well as their mean squared error. These 
components are the trend-cycle, seasonal, irregular and (perhaps) transitory 
component. If the model does not accept an admissible decomposition, it is 
replaced by a decomposable one. 
As before, but a pretest is made for the presence of Trading Oay and Easter 
effects, with the first effect using a one parameter specification (working I non
working days). 
As RSA=4, but a pretest for the presence of Leap Year effect is added. 
As RSA=4, but the Trading Day specification uses 6 parameters (each working 
day, plus weekend). 
As RSA=6, but the leap year effect is added. 

3.2 TRAMO PARAMETERS 

3.2.1 ARIMA model 

P = 0  (Default) order of regular autoregressive polynomial. 

= 1, 2, 3 

Q = 1 (Default) order of regular moving average polynomial. 
= 0, 2, 3 

0 = 1 (Default) order of regular differences. 
= O. 2 

BP = 0 (Default) order# of seasonal autoregressive polynomial. 

= 1 

BQ = 1 (Default) order of seasonal moving average polynomial. 

= 0  

BD = 1 (Default) order of seasonal differences. 
= 0  
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INIT = 0  

= 1 

= 2  

PHI 

TH = 

BPHI 

BTH 

JPR(I) = 1 

= 0  

JQR(I) = 1 

= 0  

JPS(I) = 1 

= 0  

JQS(I) = 1 

= 0  

IMEAN = 0  
= 1  

LAM = 0 
= 1 
= ·1 

FCT = 1 
> 1  
< 1  

TYPE = 0  
= 1 

(Default) All ARIMA parameters will be estimated. 

Some parameters are fixed.The location of fixed parameters is entered setting : 
JQR(I)=1 ; JQS(I)=1 ; JPR{I)=1 ; JPS(I)=1 ; The fixed values of the parameters 
are entered as TH{i)=fixedvalue, PHI(i)=fixedvalue, . .  

Values for all parameter input and no parameter estimation is done. Parameters 
entered in TH, 8TH, PHI, BPH1. 

Estimates of regular autoregressive parameters (Default: All - .1).  Not input if 
INIT=O. If ( INIT=2 ) or ( INIT= 1 ,  JPR(I)=1 ), PHI(I)=k fixes the I-th regular AR 
parameter. 

Estimates of regular moving average parameters (Default All -.1). Not input if 
INIT=O. If ( INIT=2 ) or ( INIT=1, JQR(I)=1 ), TH(I)=k fixes the Hh regular MA 
parameter. 

Estimates of seasonal autoregressive parameters (Default: All - .1).  Not input if 
INIT=O. If ( INIT=2 ) or ( INIT=1, JPS(I)=1 ), BPHI(I)=k fixes the seasonal AR 
parameter. 

Estimates of seasonal moving average parameters (Default All -.1). Not input if 
INIT=O. If ( INIT=2 ) or ( INIT=1 ,JQS(I)=1 ), BTH(I)=k fixes the seasonal MA 
parameter. 

When INIT=1 parameter number I in the regular autoregressive polynomial fixed 
to the value set in PHI(I) (it is not estimated). 
(Default) Parameter not fixed. 

When IN1T=1 parameter number I in the regular moving average polynomial fixed 
to the value set in TH(I) (it is not estimated). 
(Default) Parameter not fixed. 

When IN1T=1 parameter number I in the seasonal autoregressive polynomial 
fixed to the value set in BPHI(I) (it is not estimated). 
(Default) Parameter not fixed. 

When INIT=1 parameter number I in the seasonal moving average polynomial 
fixed to the value set in 8TH(I) (it is not estimated). 
(Default) Parameter not fixed 

No mean correction. 
(Default) Mean correction. 

Takes logs of data. 
(Default) No transformation of data. 

The program tests for the log-level specification. 

( Default ) Real value. Controls the bias in the log/level pretest. 
Favors levels; 
Favors logs. 

(Default) Exact Maximum Likelihood (for SEATS and TRAMO). 
Least Squares (conditional for SEATS, unconditional for TRAMO). 
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UNITS = 0  
= 1  

(Default) The units of the original series are preserved. 
If the series units are too small ( min Zt :2:: 1 04 ) or too large (max Zt � 10-3 ), the 
series is rescaled. 

3.2.2 Calendar Effects 

lEAST = 0  
= 1 
=-1 

ITRAO = 0  
= 1 
= 2  
= 6  
= 7  

= -1 
= -2 
= -6 
= -7 

lOUR = 6  
= k  

3.2.3 Outliers 

IATIP = 0  
= 1 

AIO = 1 

= 2  
= 3  

(Default) No" Easter effect. 

Easter effect adjustment. 
The program pretests for Easter effect. 

(Default) No Trading Day effect is estimated. 
# of (M, T, W, Th, F) - # (Sat, Sun) x 5/2.0ne parameter specification. 
Iv;:; the previous case, but with leap-year effect correction. 
# M - # Sun, # T - # Sun, . ..... , # Sat - # Sun. Six parameter specification. 
As the previous case, but with leap-year correction.( Seven parameter 
specification . ) 
As ITRAD =1, but a pretest is made. 
As ITRAD =2, but a pretest is made. 
As ITRAD =6, but a pretest is made. 
As ITRAD =7, but a pretest is mad�. 

(Default) Duration of period affected by Easter (# of days). 
a positive integer. 

(Default) No correction for outliers. 
Automatic detection and correction for outliers. 

All outliers are treated as addilive' outliers or transitory changes (in this way 
the level of the series is preserved). 
(Default) Additive outliers, transitory changes and level shifts are considered. 
Only level shifts and additive outliers are considered. 

Two integer parameters, INT1 and INT2, can be used to define the interval (INT1. INT2) over which 
outliers have to be searched. By default 

INT1 = 1 ; INT2 = NZ ( number of observa�ions in series ) 

When INT2 = -k < 0, outliers are automatically detected and corrected in the interval (INT1, NZ-k). 
Then, the detection procedure is applied to the last k observations, and if some outlier is detected a 
warning is printed, but no correction is made. 

' 

IMVX = 0 

= 1 

VA = 1<  

(Default) The fast method of Hannan-Rissanen is used for parameter 
estimation in the intermediate steps of the automatic detection and correction of 
outliers. 
Maximum likelihood estimation is used. 

A positive real number. Sets the critical value for outlier detection. 
The default value depends on NZ: 

if (NZ $= 50) then VA = 3.0 
if (50< NZ < 450) then VA = 3.0+0.0025·(NZ-50) 
else VA = 4.0 
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INT1, INT2 See parameter : AIO. 

3.2.4 Automatic Model Identification 

INIC = 0  
= 3  

IDIF = 0  
= 3  

TSIG = 1 
= k  

(Default) No automatic model identification is performed for stationary model; 
The program searches for regular polynomials up to order 3, and for seasonal 
polynomials up to order 1 ( stationary model ); 

(Default) No automatic model identification for non·stationary roots. 
The program searches first for regular differences up to order 2 and for 
seasonal differences up to order 1 .  

(Default) Minimum t for significant mean. 
a real number 0 < k < 2. 

3.2.5 Other parameters 

INTERP = 0 No interpolation of missing observations. 
= 1 
= 2  

Interpolation of missing observations with the fixed-point smoother. 
(Default) Interpolation of missing observations is made through regression 
("Additive Outlier Approach"). 

When automatic model identification is simultaneously performed, missing values are interpolated 
using the addillve outlier approach. 

NBACK = 0  (Default) No out-of-sample forecast test. 
= k<O K a negative integer, then [k[ observations are omitted from the end of the 

series. The model is estimated for the shorter series, one-period-ahead 
forecast errors are sequentially computed for the last k periods (without 
reestimation of the model), and an F-test is performed that compares the 
out-of-sample forecasts errors with the in-sample residuals. 

NPRED = k a positive integer, # of multistep forecasts to compute when only TRAMO is 
used; When used with SEATS, NPRED is automatically set to MAX(2MQ,8), 
where MQ is the number of observations per year. 

= 0  (Default). 

3.2.6 RegreSSion Variables 

IREG = 0  
= k  

(Default) No regression variable. 
A positive integer. 
k = # of regression variables entered by the user (regvariables with IUSER 
1) + NSER for the (NSER) variables entered as a matrix ( with NSER 
columns lin an external file (regvariables with IUSER = -1) + # of "a priori" 
specified outliers ( NSER in regvariables with IUSER = 2) + # intervention 
variables built by the program ( regvariables with IUSER = 0, ISEQ > 0 ). 

ILONG Length of regreSSion variable. 

IUSER 

= NZ + MAX(2MQ, 8) if SEATS will be used after TRAMO. 
= NZ + NPRED if only TRAMO is used. 

= 1 
=-1 

The user will enter a series X(I), 1=1 .. ILONG for this regression variable. 
The program will read NSER series from a file. There must be NSER columns 
of lenght ILONG in this file separated by blanks, containing the NSER series. 
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REGEFF 

ISEQ 

DELTA 

DELTAS 

IDlOS 

= 0 (Default) No regression variable when ISEQ=O. When ISEQ>O the program 
will generate the regression variable. 

= 2 The user specifies the presence of some outliers; he J she will provide a 
sequence of NSER pairs of number-string: (11, j1 ) .. ( tNSER, jNSER), where t 
denotes the position of the outlier and j denotes the type of outlier according 
to the following code: 

= ·2 

= 0  

= 1 
= 2  
= 3  
= 4  

= 5  
= 6  

= k  

= 0  

= d  

= 0 

= ds 

= 0  

= 1 

= 0  

10 Innovation Outlier 
AO Additive Outlier 
LS Level Shift 
TC Temporary Change 

The program will read the holidays series X(I), 1=1 .ILONG from a file. The 
holidays are incorporated to the Trading Day variable. 

(Default) The regression effect is a separate additional component; it is not 
included in the seasonally adjusted series. 
Regression effect assigned to trend. 
Regression effect assigned to seasonal component. 
Regression effect assigned to irregular component. 
Regression effect assigned to the seasonally adjusted series, but as an 
additional separate component. 
Regression effect assigned to transitory component. 
Regression effect assigned to seasonal component as part of the calendar 
effect. 

(k a positive integer) only when IUSER=O. The program will generate one 
intervention variable of length ILONG consisting of k-sequences of ones 
separated by zeroes. The user will provide k-pairs of numbers; the j-th pair 
indicates the time index where the j-th sequence of ones is to begin and its 
length, respectively. 
(Default) The program will generate no regression variable. 

(0 $ d $ 1); the filter 1 J(1-d8) will be applied to the k sequences of ones 
generated by the program. 
(Default). 

(0 $ ds $ 1 ); the filter 1/(1-ds8s), s=MQ, will be applied to the k sequences of 
ones generated by the program. 
(Default). 

The program will apply the filter 1/(1-8)(1-81), s=MQ, to the k sequences of 
ones generated by the program. 
(Default). 

3.3 SEATS PARAMETERS 

XL = .99 (Default) When the modulus of an estimated root falls in the range (XL,1), it is 
set equal to 1 if root is in AR polynomial. If root is in MA polynomial, it is set 
equal to Xl. 

= k A real number, .5 < k < 1 .  
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EPSPHI = 3 (Default). 

RMOD 

= k A real number. When the AR polynomial +(B) contains a complex root, this 
root is allocated to the seasonal if its frequency differs from one of the 
seasonal frequencies by less than EPSPHI (measured in degrees). 
Otherwise, it goes to the transitory component. 

= .5 
= k  

(Default) 
(0 < real number < 1 )  Cutting point for the modulus of an AR real root. If 
modulus <k it goes to the transitory component ; if >k, to the trend-cycle. 

NOADMISS = 0  (Default) When model does not accept an admissible decomposition,no 
approximation is made. 

= 1 

IQM = k  

When model does not accept an admissible decomposition, it is automatically 
replaced with a decomposable one. 
Number of autocorrelations used in computing ljung-Box Q-statistics.The 
default value depends on MO. For MQ=12 it is equal to 24; for MQ=2, 3, 4, 6 
it is equal to 4MQ; for MQ=1 it is equal to 8. 

3.4 TERROR PARAMETERS 

SENS = 0  
= 1 
= 2  

Low sensitivity 
Medium sensitivity ( Default ) 
High sensitivity 

The parameter SENS sets two parameters, k, and kz. Let t = out-of-sample forecast 

error/standard deviation of in-sample residuals.Then, for a particular series, 

If I t 1 > k 2 . the new observation in the series is dassified as "likely" to contain an error. 

If k ) < I t i S k 2 • the new observation is dassified as containing a "possible" 

error. 

If I t I .$ k ) .  the new observation is accepted as without error. 

The values of k, and kz for the different levels of sensitivity are as follows: 

SENS = 0 

SENS = 1 

SENS = 2  

k\ = 5 

k, = 4 

k\ = 3  

These values can be changed by setting 

SENS . 3, 

one can then enter the new values of k, and/or k2. 

NMATRIX = 1 ( Default ) The matrices that summarize the results, described in 2.5.4 c), are 
computed. 

= 0 The matrices in Out-Matrix are not computed. 
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4 INDEX OF INPUT PARAMETERS 

AIO 52 53 
BD 39 50 
BP 39 50 
BPHI 51 
BQ 39 50 51 
BTH 51 
0 39 50 
OELTA 32 54 
DELTAS 32 54 
EPSPHI 55 
FCT 51 
K1 49 55 
K2 49 55 
IATIP 52 
10105 32 54 
10lF 53 
lOUR 52 
lEAST 52 
ILONG 31 32 53 54 
IMEAN 51 
IMVX 52 
INIC 53 
INIT 51 
INT1 52 53 
INT2 52 53 
INTERP 53 
IQM 55 
IREG 30 40 53 

ISEQ 32 53 54 
ITER 3 23 24 39 42 45 46 
ITRAD 52 
IUSER 31 32 53 54 
JPR 51 
JPS 51 
JQR 51 
LAM 39 40 51 
M Q 4 1 53 54 55 
NBACK 53 
NMATRIX 55 
NOAOMISS 55 
NPREO 53 
NSER 31 32 53 54 
NZ 24 31 38 39 52 53 
P 39 50 
PHI 51 
Q 39 50 
REGEFF 31 32 33 34 35 54 
RMOO 55 
RSA 27 29 46 50 
SENS 55 
TH 51 
TSIG 53 
TYPE 51 
UNITS 52 
VA 52 
XL 54 
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